A succinct analysis of APA's 2013 Graduate Guide, including information about the representation of women in faculty ranks.

What you can do to help.

Feminist Philosophers - News feminist philosophers can use

Implicit Bias & Philosophy International Task Force

Minorities and Philosophy (MAP) - MAP is a collection of students in North American philosophy departments that aims to examine and address issues of minority participation in academic philosophy. Though primarily led by graduate students, MAP also relies on faculty support and encourages undergraduate participation.

Reducing Stereotype Threat

Abby Stewart (Tangri University Professor of Psychology and Women's Studies, University of Michigan) Keynote from the 2015 Joint Meeting of the Philosophy of the Social Science Roundtable and the European Network for the Philosophy of the Social Sciences (held at UW): "Judging Others in the Academy: Implications of Uncertainty and Bias" PowerPoint | Podcast

Article of Interest: Brent Staple's 1986 Black Men in Public Space

Rutgers Summer Institute for Diversity in Philosophy

Philosophy in an Inclusive Key

Cultivating Underrepresented Students in Philosophy

UW's Graduate Opportunity and Minority Achievement Program (GO-MAP)

The UW has a new website focused on campus safety and emergency preparedness, with links to dozens of resources. Visit this safety portal to familiarize yourself with information on fire and evacuation, hazardous materials, lab safety, training, and more before an emergency or need arises. You also will find a link to sign up for the UW Alert text and email message service, to be notified of emergencies or crisis situations that may disrupt the normal operation of the UW.

UW's SafeCampus The SafeCampus website provides information on counseling and safety resources, University policies, and violence reporting requirements that help us maintain a safe personal, work, and learning environment.

UW's Health and Wellness Program - In addition to offering general support for students, the following programs and services are available through Health and Wellness: The Suicide Intervention Program, Sexual Assault, Relationship Violence, Stalking, and Harassment Intervention and Education, and Alcohol and other Drugs Education. Health & Wellness is a free service and works with all UW students

UW's Ombudsman Office - The mission of this office is to provide the highest quality, client-focused services for preventing, managing and resolving conflict among students, staff, and faculty at the University of Washington.

University's Complaint Investigation and Resolution Office (UCIRO)

LGBTQ Resources and Information